
PARTNERSHIP PROPOSAL



ABOUT US

A SHREX GROUP COMPANY

WAISS (Read: Wise) is a 360-degree security

company by Shrex Group dedicated toward

democratizing security for all. We specialize in

cybersecurity and integrated security offered to

everyone from a MNC to individuals looking to

protect themselves. We believe security and

privacy are a basic right and every human and

organization on this planet is entitled to it. Our

success stems from crafting solutions as per the

needs of our clientele, making our services truly

theirs.



OUR SERVICES

SIEM ANALYTICS
SECURITY
TESTING

WAISS-SHARED
SOC CSIRT

ON-PREMISE
SOLUTIONS

CLOUD
SOLUTIONS

DATA &
NETWORK

APPLICATION
SECURITY

ENDPOINT
SECURITY



PARTNERSHIP BRIEF

We are extending our offer in becoming
your partner for providing the

aforementioned services. We propose our
resource-sharing model in the following

pages.



WHAT IS
RESOURCE
SHARING?
Resource Sharing is when we work
together to serve a client. WAISS requistes
you to provide certain resources in
exchange of a monetary benefit.



Benefits to the Partner

INCREASED REVENUE

Everyone loves extra cash,
right?

INCREASED

EXPERIENCE

Another star on your belt for a
successful project.

PROJECT GUARANTEE

We do the hardwork for you and
take care of fulfillment. You just
share your resources.

COLLABORATION

OPPORTUNITY

As a partner of WAISS, you are entitled
to priority benefits &  collaboration
opportunity by Shrex Group.



WORKFLOW

CLIENT RFP

We get the
requirements from

the client.

PROPOSAL

We discuss the
requirements with

you and send a
proposal.

RESOURCE

ALLOCATION

Once the project is
won, you allocate
the resources to

us.

PAYMENT

We pay you for
resources, as

agreed.

FULFILMENT

WAISS + Your
Resource fulfill the

client's needs.



IS THAT IT?

CERTAINLY
NOT!
There is more to the partnership than we
can possibly put on this proposal and we'd
love to meet with you to take it further.



CONTACT INFORMATION

GET IN TOUCH WITH US & LET'S TAKE IT AHEAD!

MAILING ADDRESS

PHONE NUMBER

EMAIL ADDRESS

311, Shivai Plaza, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 59.

+91 93213 62687

nishant.k@waissglobal.com


